Ausgehend von einer Arbeit von Pôlya (1933) Inspired by work of POlya (193 on the convergence of quadrature formulas, we previously introduced a concept of sequential convergence in the space of -Riemann integrable functions under which this classical space is in fact the completion of Continuous functions. Discussing its consequences to approximation theory, among others we already extended the (qualitative as well as quantitative) Bohn-ian-Korovkin theorem from continuous to Riemann integrable functions. The error bounds obtained were given in terms of the first r-modul. One purpose of this paper is to derive corresponding results, involving the second r-modul. As a consequence of our previous quantitative uniform boundedness principle-it is then shown that these estimates are indeed sharp. The general results obtained are illustrated in connection with Brnstein polynomials and linear interpolating splines. --
I. Introduction -
Let B =B [a, b] 1(u) du. It turns out that B as well as 1? are still (sequentially) R-complete. From the point of view of approximation, the most important feature then is that the R-closure of standard classes of smooth functions (e.g., polynomials) yields R. In fact, Banach-Steinhaus theorems 1can be established in this framework, giving necessary and sufficient conditions for the R-convergence of -operators. See [6] forthe details. Turning to positive operators, it was shown in [12] that the well-known BohmanKorovkin theorem remains valid in the present context. Indeed, a sequence (Tj of positive linear operators of .R into itself is R-convergent on R if and only if the sequence is R-convergent for the three test functions p,(u)
Concerning quantitative extensions, an appropriate measure of smoothness is given by the k-th r-modul ( 
employed by the Bulgarian school of approximation during the last decade (see [15] , there for functions f, measurable and bounded). Indeed, r 1 (/, 6) = c(!) for 6 -0+
if and only'if / € R. The following error , bound was established in 112]. 
k>n for each / € R there hold true the estimates
Obviopsly, this result is again completely parallel to the classical one, concerned with continuoufunctions and uniform convergence (see [3, p. 28] and the literature c i t e d t h e r e ) : I n S e c t i o n 2 w e i m p r o v e ( 3 ) t o a n e s t i n a t e i n v o l v i n g t h e s e c o n d r -m o d i i l , again quite parallel to the procedure in the continuous case (see [8; 9] and the literature cited there). This, however, can only be done for a special class of positive operators, characterized by condition (9) on the fourth moment (see the comments, given at the end of Section 2). Applyjng our previos quantitative extensions of the uniform boundednss principle, it is then shown in Section 3 that the preceding estimates are indeed sharp. Finally, in Section 4 we test the general results in connection with Bernstein polynomials and linear interpolating . splines (see also the hints to the literature, given there). .
The Bohmán-KOrovkin theorem
To derive the estimate mentioned we proceed along the standard interpolation argument. To this end, define a norm for / € R and 6> 0 via -. 
Proof: First of all note that il/ho ;S 2 il/1
Indeed, one has
which yields
Now define Steklov means for / € R via .'
• -614 --6/4
where j s given as the extension (cf.
e.g., y -h <a y y + h, and since in this special case -
In view of (6) one obtains for y E U612 (x)
Moreover, g6 ER2 with g0 "(x) = 42 1z1 62/(x)l 46%(11x16), which implies (4) view of. (7) I
We are now in the position to prove the following quantitative Bohman-Korovkin theorem. (1)) T.p i p
/or some constant K > 0. Then there holds true the estimate
Proof: In view of Lemma 2 and
it is sufficient to show that (6 = ' z1/2)
k2n
• f sup I Tga -gal CIi gal2. 
Concerning the remainder one has
and therefore
Furthermore, in view of (9) -which establishes (12) by setting 6 =
In view of (10) condition (8) 
Thus the relevant assumption is condition (9),well-known in the literature in connection with a treatment of related problems such as saturation or inyerse theorems 
The sharpness
To derive the sharpness of Theorem 3 1 a quarItitativeextension of the uniform boundedness principle will be applied. To this end, let w(6) be an abstract modulus of continuity, i.e., o(6) is a positive, continuous, subadditive, and increasing function of 6 > 0 satisfying . . . .
Furthermore, let X be 'a Banach space with norm J•11-and X* be the space of nonnegative, sublinear, bounded functionals T on X, i.e., for f, g E X and scalars a
T(f+ g)^S Tf+Tg, T(af) I al T!
sup (T/: I E X, IItIIx :5-. 1) <co.
The following resonance principle holds true (cf. [7] and the literature cited there).
Theorem 4: Let {p} be a decreasing nulisequence, let a(6) >0 and w(6) be subject to (14) . Suppose that for U, R E ,X* there are elements h, E -X satisfying -
,
Uh :!9 M min {1, a(6)/q}-(6.> 0,. n E N),
94*
Then there exists a count 'erexani pie /,. € X with U oto. = cu(a((5))), R,,f (w(co,,)). (18)
In the present context X will be the Banach space R with norm IIIIB US = r2 (f, (5) with q',, = ,u,, and a(ô) = 62, and R,,f = f sup ITkI -/1 . The sharpness of the estimate (10) is then established by kn -Theorem 5: Leg {T,,} be a sequence of positive linear operators of R into itself, satisfying (8) , (9) with au,, = c(1) (cf. (1)). Moreover, for each n E N let I,, be the union of j,, disjoint subintervals I := (a,,,, b,,,) of [a, b] 
• 0<c4Un
Tn ((7i_x) 2 ;x) (xEI,,).
-(20)
Then for each co subject to (14) there exists 'a counterexample /. E R such that /L,,) ).
/ kn
Proof: To construct the elements h,,, following [5] , let H be four times continuously • differentiable on R with ((x -y)/d,,) ='0 so that for uE [a, b] there exists between x and u with
• h,,(u) h,,(x) + (u -x) H'((x -,)/d,,)/d + (u -x)2/d,,2 ± (u -X)4 _H(4)(( -y)/d,)/24d,,4.
In view of (8), (9),(20) this gives Ix -x.,, > d,, for j =f= k, one has h,,,(x) = 0,'thus in view of (23) IT,,(h,,;
On the other hand, 
thus even for, the L'-error (cf. (10)).
• 4. Applications
•. I .
V
Let us discuss the preceding Bohman-Korovkin theorem and its sharpness in connection with Bernstein polynomials and spline approximation.
• The.Bernstein polynomials are defined for / € R{0, Fl by - Concerning (9) only note that
Hence our theorems deliver 
fsup IBkfW -/,j == (w(1/n)). [1], [15, p. 107] ). In fact, instead of (9), convexity arguments are available for B" g0 -ge" (cf. (12)). Though (27)-is sharp in ;the sense of (28), no inverse theorem can be established. Therefore, in [10] the relevant LLestimate was strengthened by substituting the (unweighted) r2-modul by
Partial inverse theorems were then established in' [11] for the LP-error, p > 1. 
Obviously, Sa p, = p* i for i = 0, 1, thus (8) . 
